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App Onboarding Service
For CA Identity Governance
App Onboarding Service helps improve the efficiency and speed of onboarding applications and user privileges
(entities and the links between them) from corporate systems into CA Identity Governance. By automating
and simplifying the process, organizations significantly reduce the time it takes to realize value from an identity
governance project, both during the implementation and longer term for a lower TCO. It is designed to onboard
users and entitlements required in activities such as entitlements certification, role management and privilege
cleanup to drive better alignment between security, IT and the business. This helps deliver reduced cost, better
service to users and minimized security exposure.

Key Outcomes

Key Service Features

▪

▪

▪

▪

Reduce costs. Maximize ROI by simplifying processes
reducing time to realize value.
Increase effectiveness. Establish a clean set of user
entitlement data to support risk and compliance efforts
while improving quality.
Reduce complexity. Reduce the time and effort required
to onboard and optimize your growing user and
application entitlement environment

▪
▪
▪
▪

Employs a single data set without the need for code modifications
Flexible framework and file type with the proper business context
to drive velocity, regulatory compliance and reduced costs
Secure processes that do not expose any personally identifiable
information reducing risk exposure.
Standardized outputs. Processes many inputs of different formats
for a large number of diverse applications.
SaaS delivery model. Flexible consumption model allows for
OPEX spend vs. licensing and CAPEX.

Business Challenge
IT organizations face ongoing pressures to reduce operational expenses while managing compliance with a
growing list of industry and governmental regulations. With today’s highly distributed and evolving
organizational structures, organizations require business-wide processes to review and approve entitlements
and maintain accurate roles. Such processes should involve the business (since line managers often best
understand their users’ needs), so it is important to minimize the time and cost of reviewing, editing and
approving entitlements, while providing the proper business context.
Unfortunately, the application onboarding process can be time consuming, error prone and manual.
Automating these processes around a flexible framework and file type with the proper business context
drives genuine collaboration and velocity, which helps meet compliance requirements while improving
security and reducing costs.
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Offering Overview
CA Identity Governance is designed to automate identity and access governance processes and provide
continuous identity controls. App Onboarding Service for CA Identity Governance automates and simplifies the
application onboarding process shortening the time it takes to onboard an application from days to hours.
Customers collect simple CSV input files for your applications, with the flexibility to export files in any way you
wish with no need to use a single format for every application.
App Onboarding maps headers to Identity Governance standard nomenclature that reduces custom or manual
efforts. You simply drag and drop the files into the UI. Given the nature of the process, no personally identifiable
information is ever stored, eliminating any potential security risk. After the app is onboarded, you simply launch
a CA Identity Governance campaign and employ a closed loop remediation cycle. App Onboarding Service
can be delivered in a SaaS model or as a managed service, saving you time and resources, all while
accelerating the application onboarding process.

App Onboarding Data Flow
Figure 1

CA Technologies Advantage
CA Services has an unwavering commitment to your success, from managing the technology solutions you
have now to helping you manage the technology decisions for your future.
We lead with our experience from thousands of engagements to deliver business va lue quickly, work beside
you to navigate complex business and technology challenges, and stand behind you with exceptional
support throughout the entire solution lifecycle - from strategy, consulting and solution design to
implementation and management.
Our experience is your advantage, with best practices that enable organizations to plan, manage, develop and
secure complex IT environments. CA Services provides the unsurpassed expertise you demand to select,
implement and run your enterprise IT solutions with confidence.
CA Technologies (NASDAQ: CA) creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them
to seize the opportunities of the application economy. Software is at the heart of every business, in every
industry. From planning to development to management and security, CA is working with companies worldwide
to change the way we live, transact and communicate—across mobile, private and public cloud, distributed and
mainframe environments. Learn more at ca.com.
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